
Welcome to our summer term publication and thanks
for the fantastic response to our first edition which has
received rave reviews across our profession .  

It ’s been a busy time as we came out of the UK ’s third
lockdown and hopefully we ’ll have more and more
easing of restrictions so that we can enjoy a brilliant
summer when schools close in July . . .fingers crossed .

In this issue we explore various topics to assist you on
your clerking journey which includes an article by our
very own Fiona Stagg in relation to her recent research
and report on agendas and the link to effective
governance .

NASCC has been involved in the consultation process
with the DfE and other bodies in relation to raising the
profile and standards of clerking and governance
professionals so we ’re excited for the outcome in
relation to that piece of work - well done to Dawn
Samwell and her colleagues at the DfE in that regard .

If you ’ve not yet seen the DfE ’s update on governance ,
check out our Summer Term News Round up and click
the links to find out more .

Finally , diverse governance across all the protected
characteristics under the Equality Act is paramount and
if your governing board is looking for new ways to
recruit diverse individuals (especially around race and
age), join the upcoming webinar on 10th May 2021 or
get in touch with the National Black Governors Network
- info@nbgn .co .uk .

It's summertime!
by Sharon Warmington | Founder and Clerk
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From September 2021, statutory induction for

teachers will change as part of the ECF reforms. 

Anyone can nominate someone worthy for an

honour. Consider submitting an honours

nomination if you know someone who works or

volunteers in school or trust governance.

The DfE have produced a short video to

demonstrate what information is required and

how to record governance contacts on the GIAS

service.

A summary of information and news for this term

Summer Term - News Round-Up

Governing and trust boards should continue to
take a pragmatic approach to their meetings.
Boards should continue with their alternative
meeting arrangements where possible or offer a
blended approach.
Your school must use the DfE's templates to
publish its pupil premium strategy statement.
Your school must fill its statement template out
for 2021/22 by the end of December 2021.

DEPARTMENT FOR EDUCATION

Schedule a time with your Chair/Head

Do a self-evaluation and include any training

you've undertaken

Prepare for the meeting and create a wish list

Set SMART objectives for the new academic

year

CLERKS APPRAISAL

If any governors or trustees are leaving your

academy trust prior to the end of August, don't

forget to complete their Related Party

Transaction forms up to 31st August 2021 to

avoid tracking them down at the last minute.

File accounts with Companies House no later

than 31st May 2021.  

ACADEMY SPECIFIC

All state-maintained schools can still access

tutoring subsidised by 75% through the

National Tutoring Programme (NTP), to

support pupils who need extra help. 

Schools Financial Value Standard (SFVS)

submission deadline extended to 28th May

2021.

MAINTAINED SPECIFIC

From May 2021, Ofsted will resume Education

Inspection Framework (EIF) inspections.

However, they will not resume a full

programme of graded EIF inspections of state-

funded and independent schools and further

education and skills providers until September

2021.

OFSTED

Approve the budget

Ensure risk assessments are up to date

Discuss mental health and wellbeing

Monitor Catch-up Funding

Get AIP/SIP back on track

Reflect on board effectiveness

Plan the calendar of meetings for 2021/2022

SUBSTANTIVE AGENDA ITEMS

OTHER STUFF
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How to diversify your
governing boards with a
focus on race and age

M o n d a y  1 0 t h  M a y
6 . 0 0  p m  -  7 . 3 0  p m

WEBINAR TRAINING SESSION

C L I C K
H E R E  T O

B O O K  N O W

An open and honest conversation
about recruiting Black Governors
and Senior Leaders for schools,
academies and trust boards.  

This is a PAID webinar for
Chairs, Governors,
Clerks/Governance
Professionals and Senior
Leaders. Places are £25
each, however multiple
places can be secured at
a reduced rate by
emailing info@nbgn.co.uk

https://event.webinarjam.com/register/76/6wyqqb79


Understanding the purpose of the meeting.

A new research report has been published on

agenda preparation. Agenda are the often-

overlooked element of our governance toolkit

and this report investigates how agenda are

prepared, who prepares them and what clerks

(and governors) really think. The report is written

around 3 key themes – process, people and

content, and is interspersed with quotes,

activities and questions to ponder. The research

report is based on the findings of a survey carried

out in March 2021 and is available to download

here: Our Publications | New Leaf Governance.

Threaded throughout the report are the

observations, ideas and suggestions from clerks

across the country. These make interesting

reading and show that when it comes to some of

the governance practices we see as clerks, we are

very much not alone in finding ill-prepared

governors, poor agenda planning practices, too

many attachments, items being deferred

because meetings have run out of time and

clerks having very little involvement in the

agenda setting process. Whilst we know that not

all clerks have contracts which encourage or

enable them to spend time on agenda setting,

surely having some small involvement can only

be a good thing? After all, we cannot clerk in

isolation.

As well as highlighting personal experiences and

practical examples, the report offers us 8

elements of effective agenda planning to

consider;

Improving clarity around decisions which

need to be made.

Knowing who is responsible for preparing

reports and papers and who is presenting

them. 

Streamlining – reducing papers and

attachments, staying focused on priority

issues, consider the use of AOB (Any Other

Business) carefully.

Being action orientated – making better use

of action logs, report by exception.

Restating our values – how do we live the

school or trust values at meetings? Being

outcomes more driven.

Managing our standing items to reduce the

admin – thinking about the order of the

meeting.

Keeping to deadlines and having clear

timelines.

The report also asks us to think about the

elements in relation to where our governing

boards are now and could be used as a tool for

self-evaluating agenda impact, planning and

effectiveness. 

It ends with asking us to describe our boards in

one word or sentence though one imagines the

answers would sometimes be unpublishable! 

Effective agendas
underpin effective
governance. Who
knew?!
“Agenda setting is crucial and
is the key to successful
meetings with proper impact”.
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Dear Clerking Chronicles,

So, it’s been a stressful few months but I managed to get
through it ok.

Alongside the scheduled meetings, I’ve had extra meetings
thrown in, in the form of a Staff Discipline Committee and a
Redundancy Committee which unfortunately resulted in some
very tense situations.  

Anyway, as I was sipping a much deserved LARGE glass of
wine on the last Friday of the month, I came across an email
from the HT’s secretary, kindly asking me if it’s at all
possible to move the next FULL Governing Board meeting
because the HT has to be somewhere else!

WHAT!!!!!!!  

Are you kidding me?  

The dates were set and agreed months ago. Not only that,
I’ve got the dates that I plan the meeting, the date I send
papers out for the meeting and the date I type up the
minutes of that meeting ALREADY set in my diary. My
response to this ridiculous email….

“No problem, I’ll sort it out on Monday”....professional as
always because realistically, these things happen. 
 
Personally speaking, I much prefer to have a Governing Body
that has a schedule of meetings already in the diary and we
just change any dates that need changing, rather than having
dates agreed at the end of each meeting which really doesn’t
help in terms of planning and preparation.

Any recommendations on how to manage a situation like
this?

Name and School Withheld

Move the Meeting,
Are you serious?
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If you find yourself in a
situation where you have
to change any governing
body meeting at short
notice, then perhaps this
will help…..

Go to your diary first and identify two
alternatives close to the original date. This
ensures that reports etc will still be
accurate in terms of school data because
24/48 hours doesn't really change data that
much. Also, giving two dates literally is an
either/or situation because having lots of
alternatives/choices means you may not
get more than 40%-50% agreeing to any
one of the dates offered.

Secondly, go to the whole governing body,
not just the Chair and HT, because if 80%
can do a specific date and just the Chair
has problems, the Vice Chair could step in
for this meeting. Believe me, the HT will
accommodate the date change if they are
the one that requested it in the first place!

Y O U R  D I A R Y

T H E  G O V E R N I N G  B O D Y

3

4

5

N O T I F Y  S L T

R E S E N D  L I N K S

A N D  B R E A T H E ! !

Remember to notify any members of SLT
about the change (if you usually liaise

directly with them ie Finance Manager,
Pastoral Lead), just incase any policies or

accounting information requires ratification,
the dates may need to be changed on these

documents.

Once the new date has been agreed,
remember to update any meeting links for

virtual meetings or ensure the room, venue,
refreshments etc are still available if it’s an

in-person meeting. Update any guest
presenters ie. teachers or observers too.

Pat yourself on the back that you didn’t lose
your cool over a simple date change

because you’ll need that energy throughout
the school year for all the other issues that

are sure to arise. Happy clerking!

Clerks
Chronicle
Response
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Bloggers be Brave!
How may clerks and governance
professionals feel brave enough to
write a blog? In September 2016
The Clerk’s Elbow took her first
tentative steps into the
blogosphere and 250+ blogs later
is still going strong. If you are
interested in a light-hearted and
often analogous look at
governance behaviours with a
touch of tortuous syntax, you can
find the blogs here The Clerk's
Elbow.

Blogging is great way to share
ideas, pose questions, make
contacts, do quick research, sense
check and raise the profile of
clerking. 

Blogs don’t need to be long, 300
-350 words is fine (a 2-minute
read), academically researched or
even attributable. Blogging
anonymous is also fine as long as
we remember what is colloquially
known as the Daily Mail test –
don’t write anything you wouldn’t
want your school or family to read! 
If you are interested in blogging,
there are a number of free and
easy to use platforms. The Clerk’s
Elbow uses WordPress and Google
Blogger but there are lots of
others. There is even one on Office
365, something which we are all
familiar with called Sway. 

The Clerk’s Elbow is one voice –
why not join her and together we
can raise the profile of our
profession even if the sentences
take some unpicking, the messages
are clear! 

We look forward to hearing from
you…

FIONA STAGG

This online webinar series of 12 bite-sized
modules will explore and provide guidance
on Effective Minute Taking Skills with the
primary aim of increasing your confidence,
not just for scrutiny of your minutes, but as
part of your professional development as a
Clerk.

With workbooks, case studies and other
bespoke tailored resources, this series
(designed by a professional Clerk, for
professional Clerks) includes:

Your Role in Meetings: You’ll identify the
steps of a meeting cycle, clarify the roles of
the Chair and the Clerk to ensure that you
really understand the responsibilities that
come with your role.

Your Meeting Behaviour: This section
highlights poor minute taking procedures 

was £199

£29

It's that time of year when we should be looking at completing our
own self assessment as clerks and scheduling an appointment
with our Chairs/Heads to discuss, not only our performance for the
past year, but also our hopes and dreams for the year ahead. 

Rather than request a meeting, suggest it in a way that isn't a
suggestion ie "I need to carve out some time with you for my
appraisal - when would be the best time in July or September?"

Get yourself ready and do your own self-assessment first which will
allow you to focus on the positives and the areas for development.  

If you're interested in finding out more on how to do this, just get
in touch with us - info@nascc.co.uk. Remember, the end of the
academic year is also a great time to find pastures new!!

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

CLERK'S SELF ASSESSMENT

APPRAISAL >HAVE A GO >

EFFECTIVE MINUTE TAKING

COURSE >

C L E R K S  C H R O N I C L E

and bad practice, so you can see how not to
do it; as well as identifying the best practice
approach, so you can integrate these into
your ways of working.

Agenda and Writing Minutes: Creating an
agenda and identifying a variety of styles for
writing minutes, will ensure you have a suite
of options to choose from that can be used
as and when you have different
requirements, ie GB meetings, Exclusion
Panels, Grievance Hearings etc.

Minute Taking Practice: The practical
exercises will help you to develop an
effective minute taking style, and possibly
adopt more modern ways of working, such
as taking minutes from videos of meetings
or straight onto a laptop/tablet.
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https://educationgovernancesolutions.com/the-governors-podcast/


LOOKING FOR A NEW CLERKING ROLE?
These organisations are looking for clerks but we can only share their logo, 

as they've not paid us to advertise - if you are interested in advertising, please get in touch.
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VOL.3 OUT JULY 2021

That's all for now

 

Don't forget to join our mailing list
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